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PROPERTY BAROMETER  
December FNB House Price Index 

2016 represented further average house price 
growth slowing, moving into negative territory in 

real terms.  

The FNB House Price Index for 2016 as a whole rose by 5%, slower than the 
7.2% and 6.5% for 2014 and 2015 respectively.  

Examining monthly figures, the rate of house price inflation had slowed to 
a lowly 1.6% year-on-year by December 2016. There are various signs of a 
mildly improving economy to come in 2017, and indeed we do expect 
economic growth to move slightly higher to around 1% this year. That 
could conceivably take house price growth a little stronger later on in 2017. 
However, for 2017 as a whole we still anticipate average house price 
growth to be slower than 2016, at around 3%, due to a very weak start to 
the year. 

2016 HOUSE PRICE GROWTH SLOWED ON 2014  AND 2015 

The FNB House Price Index for 2016 as a whole averaged 5% growth on 
2015. This represents the 2nd consecutive year of slowing average house 
price growth, from a multi-year “high”: of 7.2% in 2015 and 6.5% in 2015. 

In real terms, when adjusted for consumer price inflation (CPI), based on the 
1st 11 months of 2016 (December CPI data not yet available), it would appear 
that 2016 experienced a small “correction” in average house prices to the 
tune of -1.2% real decline. 

The real house price decline in 2016 came as no surprise, with a slowing 
housing market being the result of a broad slowing in economic growth since 
around 2012, and 2 years of mild interest rate hiking from early-2014 to 
early-2016. 
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DECEMBER FNB HOUSE PRICE INDEX FINDINGS 

The 2016 annual average price growth rate of 5%, however, was largely due to better growth in the early stages 
of 2016, with the latter half showing a steady slide. 

Examining the monthly statistics, the FNB House Price Index for December 2016 saw its year-on-year growth rate 
reach a lowly 1.3%, from a November rate of 1.9%. This represents the 8th consecutive month of slowing year-on-
year price growth, and is the slowest year-on-year rate of increase since May 2011. 

The average estimated house price for December was R1,055,210. 

What is also noticeable in these past 8 months is that the pace of slowdown in growth has been noticeably more 
rapid than any slowing growth phase of the past 5 years or so, and the rate ended the year sharply lower than the 
2016 high of 6.9% in April. 

The slowdown is the lagged impact of residential demand that has been slowing for some time. Other of our 
residential market indicators, such as our FNB Estate Agent Survey Activity rating, have shown decline since well 

back in 2015, so we are merely seeing the 
lagged impact of weakened market 
fundamentals feeding through into house price 
inflation. 

In real terms, one could say that something of a 
price “correction” is under way. Adjusting for 
CPI (Consumer Price Index) inflation, the 
average real rate of decline was -4.4% year-on-
year in November (December CPI data not yet 
available), given CPI inflation still above 6%, and 
the December real decline promises to be even 
more significant given further slowing in 
nominal house price growth. 

 

REAL HOUSE PRICE LEVELS 

Since December 2015, the average house price in real terms has declined by -4.7%. 

Since the end of 2007, the boom time real 
house price high point, real prices are -22.2% 
down. 

Looking back further though, the average real 
price currently remains 61.5% above the End-
2000 level, back in the early years of the index 
before the boom time price surge really kicked 
in. 

Real house price levels thus remain high 
compared to pre-boom time levels, the boom 
having been from early last decade to the end 
of 2007, despite some noticeable “correction” 
since the end of 2007. 
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MONTH-ON-MONTH, THE FNB HOUSE PRICE INDEX REMAINS IN DEFLATION  

While the year-on-year house price inflation 
rate manages to hang on to some low positive 
growth, on a month-on-month seasonally 
adjusted basis the FNB House Price Index has 
shown 5 consecutive months of price decline. 

The month-on-month seasonally adjusted 
calculation is a better way to look at recent 
growth momentum. 

While in its 5th month of month-on-month 
decline, the rate of decline has diminished 
slightly in recent months, from a low of -0.33% 
month-on-month decline in September, to a 
lesser -0.2% by December 2016. 

The periodic short dips in the month-on-month rates of change, either to lower inflation or most recently into 
deflation, appear to broadly co-incide with the short term fluctuations in the economy’s performance. The 
Manufacturing Sector Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), one of the economy’s leading indicators, has once again 
dipped to below 50 in recent months, signaling some contraction in this large and cyclical sector. This sector is a 
good barometer of the direction of economic growth much of the time, and the fluctuations in the month-on-
month house price rate of change thus merely appear to be tracking economic fluctuations. 

Diminishing rates of house price deflation, month-on-month, could thus suggest that the economy may once 
more be set to move into a slightly stronger period, or perhaps better put, a “less weak” period. 

CONCLUSION 

2016 represented the 2nd consecutive year of annual average slowing in house price growth, and by the end of 
the year the monthly price growth figures had become very weak.  

There are various early signs of a mildly improving economy to come in 2017, notably from the SARB’s Leading 
Business Cycle Indicator, which turned to positive year-on-year growth late last year. There have been signs of 
a mildly improved global economy, accompanied by stronger global commodity prices. This could boost local 
economic growth mildly via the country’s exports. In addition, while far from over, domestic drought 
conditions could be less severe in 2017. 

Therefore, from rates near to zero, we do expect economic growth to move slightly higher to around 1% this 
year. That could conceivably lead to mildly stronger household income growth and housing demand, and thus 
take house price growth a little stronger later on in 2017. However, for 2017 as a whole we still anticipate 
average house price growth to be slower than 2016, at around 3%, due to a very weak start to the year. 
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ADDENDUM - NOTES: 

Note on The FNB Average House Price Index: Although also working on the average price principle (as 
opposed to median or repeat sales), the FNB House Price Index differs from a simple average house price 
index in that it could probably be termed a “fixed weight” average house price index. 

One of the practical problems we have found with house price indices is that relative short term activity 
shifts up and down the price ladder can lead to an average or median price index rising or declining where 
there was not necessarily “genuine” capital growth on homes. For example, if “Full Title 3 Bedroom volumes 
remain unchanged from one month to the next, but Sectional Title 1 Bedroom and Less (the cheapest 
segment on average) transaction volumes hypothetically double, the overall national average price could 
conceivably decline due to this relative activity shift. 

This challenge of activity shifts between segments is faced by all constructors of house price indices. In an 
attempt to reduce this effect, we decided to fix the weightings of the FNB House Price Index’s sub-segments 
in the overall national index. This, at best, can only be a partial solution, as activity shifts can still take place 
between smaller segments within the sub-segments. However, it does improve the situation. 

With our 2013 re-weighting exercise, we have begun to segment not only according to room number, but 
also to segment according to building size within the normal segments by room number, in order to further 
reduce the impact of activity shifts on average price estimates. 

 
The FNB House Price Index’s main segments are now as follows: 
• The weightings of the sub-segments are determined by their relative transaction volumes over the past 5 
years, and will now change very slowly over time by applying a 5-year moving average to each new price data 
point. The sub-segments are:  
- Sectional Title: 

 Less than 2 bedroom – Large 

 Less than 2 bedroom – Medium 

 Less than 2 bedroom – Small 
 

 2 Bedroom – Large 

 2 bedroom – Medium 

 2 bedroom – Small 
 

 3 Bedroom and More - Large 

 3 Bedroom and More - Medium 

 3 Bedroom and More - Small 
 
- Full Title: 

 2 Bedrooms and Less - Large 

 2 Bedrooms and Less - Medium 

 2 Bedrooms and Less - Small 
 

 3 Bedroom - Large 

 3 Bedroom - Medium 

 3 Bedroom - Small 
 

 4 Bedrooms and More - Large 

 4 Bedrooms and More - Medium 

 4 Bedrooms and More – Small 
 



 

 

The size cut-offs for “small”, medium” and “large” differ per room number sub-segment. “Large” would refer 
to the largest one-third of homes within a particular room number segment over the past 5 year period, 
“Medium” to the middle one-third, and “Small” to the smallest one-third of homes within that segment.    

• The Index is constructed using transaction price data from homes financed by FNB. 

• The minimum size cut-off for full title stands is 200 square metres, and the maximum size is 4000 square 
metres 

• The maximum price cut-off is R10m, and the lower price cut-off is R20,000 (largely to eliminate major 
outliers and glaring inputting errors). 

• The index is very lightly smoothed using a Hodrick-Prescott smoothing function with a Lambda of 5. 

ADDENDUM - NOTES: 

Note on the FNB Valuers’ Market Strength Index: *When an FNB valuer values a property, he/she is required to 
provide a rating of demand as well as supply for property in the specific area. The demand and supply rating 
categories are a simple “good (100)”, “average (50)”, and “weak (0)”.  From all of these ratings we compile an 
aggregate demand and an aggregate supply rating, which are expressed on a scale of 0 to 100. After aggregating 
the individual demand and supply ratings, we subtract the aggregate supply rating from the demand rating, add 
100 to the difference, and divide by 2, so that the FNB Valuers’ Residential Market Strength Index is also depicted 
on a scale of 0 to 100 with 50 being the point where supply and demand are equal. 

 

 


